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BAB V 

CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 

The finding indicates that undergraduate students of Instititue Technology 

Sepuluh November came from different area out side of Surabaya. They used a lot 

of swear words in their daily conversation. 27 (twenty seven) swear words are used 

by them, there are: Jancuk/jancok, Cuk, Cik, Jancik/hancik/hancuk/hancok, 

Jangkrik, Damput, Jasyit, Ancuk /Ancik, Matek, Taek/Tai, Nahjong, Babi, 

Bajingan/bangsat/ brengsek, Matamu, Gatel/Gateli, Dobol, Jambul, Jambu, Silit, 

Simbud, Raimu, Kontol, Bedes/Monyet, Anjing/Asu/Anying, Anjir, Asem, Sempak, 

Wedus, Perek, Lonte, and Setan. 

From the swear words above, it was found 7 (seven) out of 8 eight types of 

swear words that based on Wardaugh suggestion. There are  8 swear words in sex 

term, 1 swear words in death term, 2 swear words in excretion term, 9 swear words 

in bodily function term, 1 swear words in religious matter term, 2 swear words in 

mother in law, and 6 swear words in certain game animal term. Besides, 3 swear 

words are not suitable with any kind of type that Wardaugh suggested, and then 

they putted as anothers term of swear words.  

After analyzing the finding, it was found that undergraduate students of 

Engineering College in Surabaya seems to use swear words a lot to display 

closeness in friendship (8 times) than the other intention of the students in their 
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conversations. Besides, it was found from recorded conversation that undergraduate 

students also use swear words to express their negative or positive emotions (7 

times), to express humor (6 times), to tell story (5 times), to deny (2 times) , to 

comment about social (2 times) and the last to insult (2 times). In addition, the 

purpose of to talk sex, it was not found during recording but based on questionnaire, 

9% of 65 students use swear words to talk sex. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that swear words has become a common 

thing among undergraduate students in present and that it is not a big deal when 

they are used.They do not think that it is offensive and impolite anymore. Because 

generally they swearing among their friends to show their friendliness or express a 

humor. 

5.2 Suggestion  

Swear word is a part of our language, it is not bad at all but when we 

understand the purpose of swearing, hopefully it can reduce misunderstanding about 

swearing. Although it has negative and positive purposes, better for us not to use 

swear words in our daily conversation. It is not only harmful people but the 

meaning itself has negative connotation. And for final word, hopefully this paper 

can be one of reference for any student who interested in an analysis about “swear 

words”. 

 


